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Abstract: While medical equipment and IT technology advances, doctors make medical surgery using 

input images through cameras. They use an optical microscope or an endoscope equipped with 

cameras. These systems display expanded images on a monitor for the required surgical sites. It is 

important to display almost the same color as the actual view, in case of making surgery or observing it. 

If monitors display wrong color, doctors cannot accurately recognize the surgical site and have difficulty 

to make a surgery, and surgery observers cannot get accurate information of the surgical site. In this 

paper, we proposed the characterization method for medical cameras using with the ColorChecker that 

is commonly used to calibrate cameras and additional color values on actual surgical site. It makes the 

estimated coefficient through polynomial regression. It can show surgical scenes to users more 

precisely. 
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1. Introduction 

While medical equipment and IT technology advances, doctors make medical surgery using input images 

through cameras. They use an optical microscope or an endoscope equipped with cameras. These systems 

display expanded images on a monitor for the required surgical sites [1]-[4]. Fig. 1 is various use cases of 

imaging devices in medical procedures. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Various use cases of imaging devices in medical procedures. 
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It is important to display exact color of the pictures when users use medical scenes through variety 

display devices. If display devices show incorrect colors, then users do not recognize medical treatment 

position. It makes doctors cannot recognize treatment position and surgery visitors could not get correct 

medical scenes. Fig. 2 is the example of surgery scene display. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of surgery scene display. 

 

In Fig. 2(a) there is displayed correct color and in Fig. 2(b) there is displayed incorrect color of surgery 

scene on a monitor. If a monitor display incorrect color then users may feel their eye fatigue and be hard to 

find surgery sites. 

In this paper, we propose a new colorimetric matching method to display correct color for medical 

cameras and have verified it by experiments. 

2. Colorimetric Matching for Cameras 

Colorimetric matching for cameras is the relationship modeling of digital RGB [5] values from cameras 

and CIELAB [6] values from color meter device, which is device independent color space. It is a 

characterization method for cameras [7]-[10]. Fig. 3 is the process of the characterization method for 

cameras. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Characterization method for cameras. 

 

There is used the ColorChecker [11] for the characterization method for cameras. The ColorChecker is a 

color calibration target consisting of a cardboard-framed arrangement of many squares of painted samples. 
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Characterization method for cameras uses CIELAB values of the ColorChecker from a color meter and RGB 

values from cameras. It makes the estimated coefficient through polynomial regression [12] using 

relationship modeling of RGB and CIELAB values. Fig. 4 is the coefficient estimation method. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Coefficient estimation method. 

3. Get the RGB and CILAB Values of Real Surgical Sites 

In this paper, we propose the method to display more precise colors of medical scene from cameras. It 

uses characterization method described in chapter 2 and additional color values on actual surgical site. The 

reason of using a real surgical scene is that it makes more precise color of medical scenes. To use 

characterization method with additional color values on actual surgical site, we propose to use the real 

scene of inside of human body using medical cameras. Fig. 5 is the characterization method for cameras 

with additional color values from the real surgical scene. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Characterization method for cameras with additional color values from the real surgical scene. 
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The characterization method for cameras commonly uses the ColorChecker. To cover various colors, it 

uses custom ColorCheckers with many color samples. Our target was medical cameras. Therefore, 

Characterization method for medical cameras used RGB and CIELAB values from actual surgical site under 

the light of the surgery room. These actual surgical colors was used as additional color samples. It makes 

the estimated coefficient through polynomial regression. Fig. 6 is coefficient estimation method using 

ColorChecker and surgical site color values. 

There is defined P’ as CIELAB values from surgical site and V’ as RGB values from same site. 

Characterization method for medical cameras estimate the specific coefficient on surgical site through 

polynomial regression. It calibrates the surgical scene from cameras using the specific coefficient. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Coefficient estimation method using ColorChecker and surgical site color values. 

 

4. Experiment and Result 

4.1. Experimental Environment 

We experimented the characterization method for medical cameras using pieces of raw meat instead of 

actual surgical site. We used the D65 light source that is used on surgery room. We marked test areas that 

are similar with blood and organ of human, and we measured RGB and CIELAB values on the marked areas 

using the target CCTV camera that could not take precious color of medical images and CS-200 color meter. 
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CS-200 measures luminance and chromaticity. We got the 13 color samples on raw meat. We made the 

estimated coefficient through polynomial regression using the 13 color samples and used this estimated 

coefficient to make calibrated image from input images of target camera. Fig. 7 is the experimental 

environment. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Experimental environment. 

 

4.2. Result 

In the result of experiment, the target camera displayed more correct colors of raw meats as compared to 

the original image in which colorimetric matching is not applied. To compare the experiment result, we 

measured color variation of CIELAB three cases that are the original camera images, the calibrated camera 

image using only ColorChecker and the calibrated camera image using ColorChecker with additional the 13 

color samples from raw meats. Table 1 is the color variation about the experiment results. 

 

Table 1. The Color Variation about the Experiment Result 

(Unit : Avg ΔEab) 

Sample Image Original ColorChecker 
ColorChecker & 

Raw meat sample 

1 38.3231 12.4301 2.8439 

2 31.3020 8.2740 1.4391 

3 34.1449 13.2385 2.3305 

4 35.3909 15.0478 4.0421 

5 29.6444 13.3137 3.9762 

6 30.1825 13.1773 2.9350 

7 47.6895 18.1925 3.5113 

8 42.5826 16.6911 2.4901 

9 44.1206 15.9093 1.7043 

10 41.2341 14.1335 3.0192 

11 51.2690 13.1303 3.9057 

12 39.9688 8.8831 7.0975 

13 45.6866 16.1247 5.4379 

Avg 39.3492 13.7343 3.4410 

 

As shown in Table 1, minimum color variation was measured on the case of using ColorChecker and 

additional color samples from raw meats. Thus medical cameras could display more realistic colors by 

using the estimated coefficient from the colors of actual surgical site. Fig. 8 is the result images of the 

experiment. 
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Fig. 8. Result images of the experiment. Original images (left), calibrated images with only ColorChecker 

(middle), and calibrated images with ColorChecker and additional colors (right) Coefficient estimation 

method using ColorChecker and surgical site color values. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed the method to display medical scene color more precisely. While medical 

equipment and IT technology advances, doctors make medical surgery using input images through cameras. 

This is an optical microscope equipped with cameras as well as the endoscope and these display expanded 

images on a monitor or personal display equipment for the required surgical sites. It is important to display 

exact color of the pictures when users use medical scenes through variety display devices. If display devices 

show incorrect colors, then users do not recognize medical treatment position. It bring that doctors could 

not recognize treatment position and surgery visitors could not get correct medical scenes. To solve this 

problem, we propose the characterization method for medical cameras using with the ColorChecker that is 

commonly used to calibrate cameras and additional color values on actual surgical site. Medical camera that 

is applied this method could display real colors using color values on actual surgical site. 

In the future, we will get real data of human’s inner skin and organs and experiment characterization 

method for medical camera with it. After, we will experiment characterization method for display devices. 
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